
Air Jordan 7 Ice Sole - - new shoes -
Information NetworkJordan Icons - All-Star
'West' Sample - new - News Reports Release

: this year, as Air Jordan 6 anniversary, there are a variety of classic color again re engraved, of course, there are a variety of new
colors debut. So, next 2015, will it be the Air Jordan 7? Recently, a new color Air Jordan 7 spy photos, the use of color is popular in
recent years the blue crystal bottom, main color on the inclined plane and the crystal end of similar color, looks like it will be all blend
into one harmonious whole, it will be in the next sale of "Ice Sole" color? We wait and see. 

Jordan Brand in our impression, more than one time to bring us surprise. Jordan Icons is a classic fit shoes, this Air Jordan Icons
extracted a variety of shoes are the essence of the part. Air Jordan Icons uses a full palm PHYLON midsole plus a Air Jordan 20
copy of the IPS shock absorber system. The lines on the vamp draw on the vamp pattern of the Air Jordan 23, followed by the heel of
the Air Jordan 2010. The white and red colors add gold and are defined as "Western All Star" shoes, which make us feel a lot more
luxurious right away. This section has not yet released information, but this sample in eBay's tsm_2010 shop auction.
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